1. Welcome and self-introductions (all)
   a. Randy Breault welcomed all to the conference call and asked all participants to introduce themselves
   b. The list of participants is given in attachment 1.
   c. A number of board members were not able to attend due to schedule conflicts.

2. Work plan progress updates:
   a. Training Update (Laura Melendy, Eduardo Serafin, UCB; John Harvey, UCPRC, Gary Hicks, Ding Cheng, CP2C)
      o Curriculum and certificate plan. Laura reported on the Certificate Program which is given as attachment 2. The program is for a variety of potential users includes 92 hours of training, and the draft document is now ready for final comment and approval. Action. The Board members should get their final comments to Laura by September 15, 2019
      o Training given. Laura gave an update on the classes given in 2018 and 2019. The only new CCPIC course given was CCA-01 as the other courses were prior ITS courses. Seven classes have been given with a total 328 participants.
      o New classes being developed. The LCCA course (CCB-02) is now open for enrollment while others will be coming soon. These include courses on PMS and Preservation Strategies (CCB-02), Asphalt Concrete Materials and Mix Design (CCC-01), Pavement Preservation Materials and Treatments (CCC-02), Pavement and Hardscape Construction Inspection (CCC-03), and Pavement Sustainability (CCA-02)
      o Upcoming scheduled classes. Laura also discussed upcoming schedule classes including CCB-01 on LCCA which will be given on-line in November 2019 as well as ITS courses on Asphalt Pavement Maintenance and Rehabilitation (in person) and Fundamentals of Inspection Practices (in person) to be given this fall. These latter two classes will be replaced by new CCPIC classes in 2020. Action. Laura to add column showing which courses are new and which are being updated.
      o Discussion.
         ▪ Caltrans is interested in all these classes because of their training needs. They are will to support the classes. Action. John to follow-up with Caltrans.
- **Action. Laura needs to develop a first-cut budget for delivering the full CCPIC training curriculum for review by the Board.** Possible contributors include Caltrans, SB-1, LTAP, and others. If we do not get additional support, the registration fees will likely increase.
- Need to identify the types of people attending the courses. Are they engineers, inspectors, public works directors, contractors or what? If Caltrans begins supporting this program, they will have to be included as well.

b. Update on technical guidance and tools
   - **Asphalt construction quality (Shadi Saadeh, CSULB)**
     - John Harvey reported for Shadi and indicated that Erik Updyke will be hired to help develop the sample construction specifications.
     - Shadi and Ashraf will work on versions of the Caltrans specifications while Erik will work on the Greenbook Specifications.
     - A timeline for these deliverables needs to be developed.
     - Comment- Similar documents should be developed for some of the common preservation treatments. Work on this has started nationally under NCHRP report 14-47 and more projects like this are underway.
   - **Concrete Specifications and mix design (Ding Cheng, CP2)**
     - Ding is working with the CIM program at CSU Chico and industry to develop these specifications.
     - He will be meeting with the team including John Harvey on August 29 to review progress. A timeline for the deliverable of these sample specifications needs to be developed.
   - **Life cycle cost analysis (John Harvey)**
     - John indicated he has been working with several agencies to develop updated costs and lives for various treatments used in California. These data will be included in the Excel spreadsheet as default values, but all agencies are encouraged to develop their own data. Agencies he has been working with include the City of San Jose, County of Los Angeles, City of Berkeley, and the City of Lompoc.
     - Draft Tech Brief. Once this effort has been completed a tech brief will be developed.
     - Jay Spurgin said this would be good to demonstrate at the PWOI meeting in Monterey in 2020.

c. Update on Southern California Resource Center (Shadi Saadeh, CSULB and Ashraf Rahim, CP-SLO))
   - John Harvey reported that Shadi would be leading this effort for Southern California and Ashraf for Central California.
   - Activities planned. These will include meetings with County groups, City groups, and APWA. We will need a brochure for CCPIC and a Powerpoint presentation to help promote CCPIC among local agencies. **Action. Laura to work on the trifold**
while John to provide a draft of a Powerpoint. Both will need good photos to finalize the efforts. We need drafts prepared ASAP. (Merrin identified a CEAC photo library)

- Action to the group. Please identify City and County groups as well as APWA sections which should be contacted. We also need a schedule of upcoming events for each of the groups so we can try to get on a program.

d. Update on Northern California Resource Center (Gary Hicks, CSU Chico)
   - Gary Hicks will take the lead for this effort.
     - Activities planned. Will meet with organizations in Northern California such as CEAC, MSA, APWA, and City groups
     - Action to the group. Please identify City and County groups as well as APWA sections which should be contacted. We also need a schedule of upcoming events for each of the groups so we can try to get on a program.
   - Need to have the brochure and PowerPoints to present to these groups and then will schedule some meetings
   - Howard reported he presented information on training at the CEAC bedroll conference earlier this month. This sort of presentation should be included at any group meeting to help promote the Center.

e. CC PIC website (Jon Lea, UCPRC)
   - Jon reported on the website usage from 5-1-19 thru 8-13-19, and downloads sent to the participants
   - In general 5-10 users per day and from 23 countries and 133 cities

f. Peer to Peer Communication capability
   - Jon provided an update on creating peer-to-peer communication capability for regional local government discussion groups
   - The County of SLO registered for the user forum but it has not progressed very far yet.
   - Jon Lee also needs to follow-up with Matt Tuggle to discuss another pilot. They have planned a meeting for August 30.
   - Anyone else interested in piloting?

g. Update on PW OI session (John Harvey, UCPRC)
   - Merrin indicated that the proposal from CC PIC is moving through the approval process and is likely to get approved. Topics to be covered include:
     - LCCA update by UCPRC doctoral student doing LCCA pilot
     - QA for preservation treatments by Ding Cheng
     - Multifunctional treatments by John Harvey
   - Need to determine the time allotted and get draft presentations ahead of the meeting for review
   - Need a table to demonstrate the website, the LCCA program, and have the brochure and other deliverables available. Action. John follow up with Irwin Guada (UCPRC) and Rebecca Inman (LOCC PW OI) about table.
h. Funding update (John Harvey, Laura Melendy, Rony Berdugo, Chris Lee)
   o No report was given
   o Action. John and Laura to develop a detailed report on needs and funding by the next meeting.

3. Next meeting (Karen Philbrick, MTI/SJSU)
   a. Next meeting in-person at Mineta Transportation Institute, SJSU, San Jose, 10 am to 3 pm, November 15, 2019.
   b. Need reports on all deliverables including completion dates

4. Any other items to bring forward
   a. John Harvey reported on a study he is involved with EBMUD. It involves doing FDR and utility cuts
   b. Need a survey on best practices.
   c. Action. John to develop a survey for review by the Board.

5. Adjourn- at about 3.15.
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